Read each sentence. Decide whether the underlined adverb is describing when, where, or how an action happens. Write how, when, or where on each line.

1. Jeremy quickly ate his lunch. _______________________________
2. Kaylee often reads books about vampires. _______________________________
3. Olivia immediately came to the rescue. _______________________________
4. When will you come here to visit us?  _______________________________
5. Marcus slowly walked to the barber shop. _______________________________
6. Sometimes Martin goes to the museum. _______________________________
7. Please speak clearly.     _______________________________

Adverbs tell how, when, or where an action happens.

examples:

Mr. Star **neatly** painted his house.
The adverb **neatly** describes **how** Mr. Star painted.

Beth **usually** goes to the store on Saturday.
The adverb **usually** describes **when** Beth goes to the store.

Kathy went **inside** the blue house.
The adverb **inside** describes **where** Kathy went.
Adverbs tell how, when, or where an action happens.

Examples:

Mr. Star neatly painted his house.
The adverb neatly describes how Mr. Star painted.

Beth usually goes to the store on Saturday.
The adverb usually describes when Beth goes to the store.

Kathy went inside the blue house.
The adverb inside describes where Kathy went.

3. Olivia immediately came to the rescue.  ___________ when

4. When will you come here to visit us?  ___________ where

5. Marcus slowly walked to the barber shop.  ___________ how

6. Sometimes Martin goes to the museum.  ___________ when

7. Please speak clearly.  ___________ how